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TALLINN ARCHITECTURE BIENNALE 2019 
INSTALLATION PROGRAMME COMPETITION 

“HUTS AND HABITATS”

In the past decade, the pavilion has become a kind  
of staple for architects experimenting with new 
technologies, spatial experiences or formal 
languages. But can we think about small-scale 
architectural installations beyond the pavilion or the 
folly? A good example could be the 19th century 
notion of the “primitive hut”, the search of architects 
like Marc-Antoine Laugier and Gottfried Semper  
for a first, original architecture. 

The TAB Installation Programme Competition invites 
emerging architects and designers to design a 
kind of modern day primitive hut, an opportunity to 
research fundamental aspects of architecture: it’s 
tectonic system and related production chain with its 
social consequences, but also aspects of living and 
dwelling and ultimately of course, its digestion by 
the public. The installation is small, but the thoughts 
behind it can therefore be inversely proportional. 
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HUTS AND HABITATS

www.omg.design

Marc-Antoine Laugier 1755

Jean Jacques Lequeu

Bureau Spectacular
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In the past decade, the pavilion has become a kind of staple for architects experimenting with 
new technologies, spatial experiences or formal languages. The Serpentine Gallery in London, 
who runs perhaps the most famous pavilion series, recently opened a pavillion-branch in Beijing. 
But can we think about small-scale architectural installations beyond the pavilion or the folly?  
A good example could be the 19th century notion of the “primitive hut”, the search of architects 
like Marc-Antoine Laugier and Gottfried Semper for a first, original architecture. Both neolithic 
megaliths, but also Le Corbusier’s Maison Domino, or even the current experiments with large 
scale 3D printing could be understood as primitive huts in their own time – looking at the very 
fundamental, basic elements that architecture consists of. Whereas pavilions are often in some 
way mannerist and carry little ideology – the primitive hut is less innocent, while remaining 
humble. The hut talks about dwelling, and is always a kind of Petri-dish: research to understand 
a larger body of work. The primitive hut also invites people to think about habitat, about 
housing – a discussion that again is no longer innocent and starts to connect with larger political 
and social issues.

The TAB Installation Programme Competition invites emerging architects and designers to 
design a kind of modern day primitive hut. This is an opportunity to research fundamental 
aspects of architecture: it’s tectonic system and related production chain with its social 
consequences, but also aspects of living and dwelling and ultimately of course, it’s digestion 
by the public. The installation is small, but the thoughts behind it can therefore be inversely 
proportional. Despite being “primitive”, every primitive hut is also innovative – as it is per 
definition “the first”. The Installation Programme Competition therefore asks architects to 
consider new technologies and design strategies, without precedent. Through the notion of the 
hut, the Installation Programme Competition therefore aligns itself with the focus on habitats 
that TAB 2019 curator Dr Yael Reisner has put forward in the TAB Vision Competition “New 
Habitats, New Beauties”. The Installation Programme Competition approaches the theme of 
beauty through the notion of tectonics and material organisation: the primordial composition 
of architecture. Beauty is therefore not a post-rationalisation, but exists at the very core of the 
installation. The installation should not be literally thought of as an actual small house or cabin, 
but more as a physical manifestation of a construction system. At the same time, it should work 
as an autonomous and vibrant public space that doesn’t need a disclaimer to be appreciated by 
visitors and passersby. 

The Installation Programme Competition encourages architects to consider new technologies 
and design strategies in relation to Estonia’s rich history of timber construction. Tallinn has an 
inspiring history of wooden houses and larger timber structures from the beginning of the 20th 
century. More recently, new companies and startups are proposing modular timber housing 
concepts as well as mini-homes and cabins. Timber is now referred at as the “ steel of the 
21th century” and new material and manufacturing technologies change the way it has been 
traditionally used. In a global context of an ever expanding urban population, timber is more and 
more suggested as a solution for high-density housing. 
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JURY
Philippe Block  

Professor at ETH Zurich, 
Director of Block Research 

Group (BRG) and the 
Swiss National Centre of 
Competence in Research 

(NCCR) in Digital Fabrication

Areti Markopoulou 
Academic Director of Institute 

of Advanced Architecture 
IAAC, Barcelona

 

Mihkel Tüür  
Architect and co-founder of 

KTA, Estonia
 

Advisers:

Gilles Retsin, Programme Director Bartlett B-Pro AD,  
Director of Gilles Retsin Architecture

Dr Yael Reisner, Head Curator TAB 2019, UK

Sille Pihlak, co-founder of PART, TAB 2017 Installation Programme curator

Eve Arpo and Maria Kristiin Peterson, Tallinn Architecture Biennale Producers,  
Estonian Centre for Architecture 
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PAST YEARS  
INSTALLATION PROGRAMME COMPETITION

Tomomi Hayashi (HGA, Estonia) built the first wooden installation for the TAB in the 2013 
edition. The installation was designed to be an entrance for the TAB 2013 Curator Exhibition, 
which took place at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. For the TAB 2015 edition an Estonian office 
PART (Sille Pihlak and Siim Tuksam) built the installation. The project focused on CNC-cut 
timber elements that were assembled in a light and web-like pavilion. Gilles Retsin Architecture 
won the the competition for the TAB 2017, with a project based on plywood building blocks, that 
acted as a modern-day Maison Domino.

Sille Pihlak and Siim Tuksam, 2015. Photo by Tõnu Tunnel

Gilles Retsin Architecture, 2017. Photo by NAARO
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PROGRAMME DESCRIPTION
The TAB Installation Programme Competition asks participants to design and build a modern 
day wooden “primitive hut”, an installation that researches fundamental, primordial notions 
of construction, tectonics and dwelling. It should be exemplary and communicate the larger 
thinking behind the project. At the same time, the installation should work independently as part 
of a larger whole – as a functional and active public space in front of the Museum of Estonian 
Architecture. This aspect is also where the competition connects to the overall theme of the 
Biennale: Beauty. Although as architects we think about systems of production, finally what we 
devise will still be digested aesthetically by the future inhabitants, users or public at large. For the 
Installation Programme Competition, beauty is not a post-rationalisation, but embedded in the 
tectonics and production chain of the structure. 

Just as previous editions of TAB, the installation itself should be open to the surroundings and 
attract visitors to the museum. The competition is not looking for proposals for small houses or 
cabins, but public installations. The installation needs to be climate resistant as it should stay on 
the site until 2021, a period of two years. 

Architects are encouraged to think about timber as innovative construction material, possibly in 
combination with other materials. 

The winning team will construct their own design for the opening of TAB 2019
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SITE
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SITE
The site for the Installation Programme Competition is the area in front of the Museum of Estonian 
Architecture, housed in the Rotermann Salt Storage – one of Tallinn’s most outstanding examples 
of industrial architecture. The area in front of the museum is a lively pedestrian street for commuters 
between the harbor and the city centre. East to west it is a green island on one of the busiest 
streets in the city centre, being one of the main connections between the two sides of the city.

Maximum construction area: shown in red
Maximum height: 5m

1 COMPETITION SITE

2 MUSEUM OF ESTONIAN ARCHITECTURE

3 ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN HOUSE
  (to be built in 2019)
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COMPETITION AND  
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

 
27th September 2018: competition announced
2nd November 2018: stage 1 submission deadline, 12:00 PM Estonian Time
16th November 2018: announcement of the chosen teams
30th January 2019: stage 2 submission deadline, 12:00 PM Estonian Time
The winner will be announced in February 2019
11th September 2019: Opening of TAB 2019 and the installation.
 
Participation:
The competition is directed towards emerging architectural talent and is open to all graduated 
architects or teams composed of at least one architect. The competition is not open to students. 
The participants don’t have to be licensed.
 
Questions:
Stage 1 questions and further information can be asked before 15.10 by emailing:  
Tallinn Architecture Biennale info@tab.ee.

Organiser:
The TAB 2019 Installation Programme Competition is organised  
by the Estonian Centre for Architecture.
The competition brief has been drafted by the Installation Programme curator Gilles Retsin.
 
Production and Budget:
All projects are invited to collaborate with local timber industry.
The TAB installation works within a budget of 15 000 euro that covers both design and build.  
The winning team will be assisted by the Estonian Centre for Architecture to help and  
advice with production.
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SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
The competition materials are to be submitted in English.

Stage 1:
This phase is not anonymous.
PDF portfolio with a selection of projects, smaller than < 20MB.
The portfolio must include:
• A 500 words response to the brief and programme
• 3-5 selected projects, built or unbuilt
• Bio and CV
In case of a team participation: please submit one combined portfolio.  
The portfolio must be emailed or wetransfered to info@tab.ee  
before 2nd November, 12:00 PM Estonian time

Stage 2:
This phase is anonymous. Stage 2 submission deadline is 30th January 2019.
Submission will include: 
• Maximum 3 × A1 Panels, digitally uploaded as PDF.  

File naming: A1_(pseudonym)_IP_TAB2019.pdf  
(es. if “pseudonym” is 123, file must be named A1_123_IP_TAB2019.pdf )  
File naming: A2_(pseudonym)_IP_TAB2019.pdf  
(es. if “pseudonym” is 123, file must be named A2_123_IP_TAB2019.pdf )

• A project description, maximum 800 words, digitally uploaded as PDF
• A preliminary budget calculation, digitally uploaded as Excel File
• 3 marketing/presentation images at a resolution of 4266 – 3200px
• One physical model within a bounding box of 300 × 300 × 300 mm, in a scale best 

describing the project, be it a detail, section or the whole thing sent by post to:

Estonian Centre for Architecture
Põhja puiestee 27a
10415 Tallinn, Estonia

The competition is anonymous. All boards and the model must be marked with a pseudonym.
The model must be submitted in a closed packet without distinguishing marks, labelled “TAB 
IP Competititon”. The packet must contain: One closed, opaque envelope labelled “name 
card”, which contains the entry’s pseudonym as well as the authors’ names, addresses, e-mail 
addresses, and telephone numbers, and references to copyrights if necessary.
 
The scale models will be exhibited at the Tallinn Architecture Biennale 2019. 

By submitting the participant grants to TAB a non-exclusive license to use and distribute its Work on internet,  
on TAB web site, in TAB 2019 catalogue and in other possible ways associated to TAB.

mailto:info%40tab.ee?subject=
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PRIZES
1st prize

15 000 € budget for construction, TAB 2019 Symposium participation,  
published in TAB 2019 book, TAB 2019 PASS

2nd and 3rd prize
TAB 2019 Symposium participation,  

published in TAB 2019 book, TAB 2019 PASS

The winner and all II stage participants will be exhibited at  
TAB Installation Programme exhibition and published on TAB 2019 website
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CURATOR BIO
Originally from Belgium, Gilles Retsin is an architect and designer living in London. He 
studied architecture in Belgium, Chile and the UK, where he graduated from the Architectural 
Association. His visionary design work and critical discourse has been internationally recognised 
through awards, lectures and exhibitions at major cultural institutions such as the Museum of Art 
and Design in New York and the Centre Pompidou in Paris.
 
Gilles Retsin won first place in the competition for the main installation of the Tallinn Architecture 
Biennale. He has also qualified with his proposals for a community centre in Liepaja, Latvia, 
for the New National Gallery in Budapest, Hungary and the NUE Concerthall in Nuremberg, 
Germany. 
 
Alongside his practice, Gilles Retsin is Programme Director of the M.Arch Architectural Design at 
UCL, the Bartlett School of Architecture. He is also co-founder of the UCL Design Computation 
Lab, which does advanced research into new design and fabrication technologies.

COMPETITION MATERIALS
1. Competition brief
2. Scheme of the site and surrounding areas
3. Site photos

Download competition materials 

Image credits:
NAARO 
Tõnu Tunnel www.tonutunnel.com
Kaupo Kalda www.kaupokalda.com

Estonian Centre for Architecture
email: info@tab.ee
Phone: 611 7436
www.arhitektuurikeskus.ee/en

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vn0gpqq5by7cbmt/AAAP6G0_d3kdeMukaH9h2nDBa?dl=0
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